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Abstract
Motivation: To assess the quality of a protein
model, i.e. to estimate how close it is to its native
structure, using no other information than the struc-
ture of the model has been shown to be useful for
structure prediction. The state of the art method,
ProQ2, is based on a machine learning approach
that uses a number of features calculated from a
protein model. Here, we examine if these features
can be exchanged with energy terms calculated from
Rosetta and if a combination of these terms can
improve the quality assessment.
Results: When using the full atom energy function
from Rosetta in ProQRosFA the QA is on par with
our previous state-of-the-art method, ProQ2. The
method based on the low-resolution centroid scoring
function, ProQRosCen, performs almost as well and
the combination of all the three methods, ProQ2,
ProQRosFA and ProQCenFA into ProQ3 show
superior performance over ProQ2.
Availability: ProQ3 is freely available on BitBucket
at https://bitbucket.org/ElofssonLab/proq3
Contact: arne@bioinfo.se
1 Introduction
Protein Model Quality Assessment (MQA) has a long
history in protein structure prediction. Ideally if we
could accurately describe the free energy of a protein
this free energy should have a minima at the native
structure, and the free energy could be used to assess
the quality of a protein model.
Rapid methods to estimate free energies of pro-
tein models has been developed for more than 20
years [1–3]. However the vast majority of these en-
ergy functions were focused on identifying the native
structure among a set of decoys. This means that
they do not necessary show a good correlation with
the quality of a protein model.
In 2003 we set out using a different approach [4]
with the development of ProQ. Instead of develop-
ing a method that recognised the native structure we
developed a method that predicted the quality of a
model. We used a machine learning approach and use
a number of features including agreement with sec-
ondary structure, number and types of atom-atom
and residue-residue contacts etc. One important rea-
son for the good performance of ProQ was that each
type of contacts, both atom and residue- based ones,
was normalised by the total number of contacts [5].
In ProQ the quality was calculated for the entire
model. In 2006 we extended ProQ so that we esti-
mated the quality of each residue in a protein model,
and then we estimated the quality of the entire model
by simply summing up the individual qualities for
each residue [6]. This method was shown to be rather
successful in CASP5 [7].
ProQ performed quite well for almost a decade, but
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some five years ago one of us developed the succes-
sor, ProQ2 [8]. The most important reason for the
improved performance of ProQ2 was the use of pro-
file weights and both local and global features. ProQ2
has since its introduction remained the superior sin-
gle model based quality assessor in CASP [9].
In CASP it has also been shown that another type
of quality estimator clearly are superior to the single
model predictors discussed here. These estimators
are based on the consensus approach introduced by
us in CASP5 [7, 10]. In these methods the quality
of a model, or a residue, is estimated by comparing
how similar it is to models generated by other meth-
ods. The idea is basically that if a protein model is
similar to other protein model it is more likely to be
correct. The basis of these methods is pairwise com-
parison of a large set of protein models generated for
each target. Various methods have been developed
but the simplest methods such as 3D-Jury [11] and
Pcons [12] are actually among the best. The correla-
tions between estimated and predicted qualities with
these methods are actually higher than the correla-
tion between two different quality measures [13].
A third group of quality assessors also exist, the
so called quasi-single methods [14]. These methods
take one single model as input and construct a model
ensemble internally based on the sequence of input
model. The quality of the single model is estimated
using consensus with the model ensemble.
It has been known at least since CASP7 that qual-
ity assessments with consensus methods are superior
to any other quality assessment method [13]. How-
ever, it has lately been realised that these methods
have their limitations [9]. Consensus methods are not
better than single model based models at identifying
the best possible model. In particular, when there is
one outstanding model, as the Baker model for taget
T0806 in CASP11 [15], the consensus based meth-
ods completely fail. Furthermore, a consensus based
quality predictor cannot be used to refine a model
or for sampling. Finally, single model-methods can
be used in combination with consensus methods to
achieve a better performance than either of the ap-
proaches [9]. Therefore, the development of an im-
proved single model quality assessor is still needed.
Here, we present the development of ProQ3.
ProQ3 is based on the combination of three inde-
pendent predictors, ProQ2 and two novel predictors
ProQCenFA and ProQRosFA. Both these two predic-
tors are trained in a similar way, as ProQ2 but the
inputs are different. Here the inputs come directly
from the Rosetta energy functions, either from the
all-atom or the centroid energy function.
2 Results and Discussion
Our aim of the project was to improve ProQ2
method, which is already one of the best, if not the
best, single-model methods for model quality assess-
ment. ProQ2 is a machine learning based method
that is based on Support Vector Machines (SVM)
that was recently implemented as a scoring function
in Rosetta [16]. It has a variety of input features,
including atom-atom contacts, residue-residue con-
tacts, surface area accessibilities, secondary structure
and residue conservation.
When developing a new predictor we were look-
ing for new input features that we could use and
decided to use Rosetta energy functions. Rosetta
has two types of energy functions: one that uses an
all-atom protein model (“full-atom” model) and the
other one that uses only a protein backbone (“cen-
troid” model). In general, the type of function that
uses an all-atom model gives more accurate results,
but the other type can be useful when an all-atom
model is not available. Therefore, we developed two
new predictors: one that uses all-atom model (“Pro-
QRosFA”) and one that uses only the protein back-
bone (“ProQRosCen”). In addition, we have devel-
oped a third predictor that combines ProQRosFA,
ProQRosCen and ProQ2 (“ProQ3”).
The new predictors still use SVMs. They also in-
herit the sequence-dependent features from ProQ2—
relative surface area accessibility agreement, sec-
ondary structure agreement and residue conserva-
tion. All other input features in ProQRosFA and
ProQRosCen are Rosetta energy terms. Below we
describe the new predictors in more detail.
2
2.1 ProQRosFA input features
For ProQRosFA predictor we used “Talaris 2013”
that is currently the default score function in Rosetta.
This score function consists of 16 terms and the “To-
tal energy” term. A SVM model was trained using all
of these energy terms as input features. However, be-
fore we analyse the final performance of ProQRosFA
predictor we would like to show how well the input
features were correlated with our target function (S-
score) without training. A stronger correlation be-
tween input feature and the target function is more
useful for the final predictor.
Since there are many individual input features
(17), rather than showing the correlation for each sep-
arate feature, we will group the features into 7 groups
and show the correlations for each group: Van-der-
Waals, Solvation, Electrostatics, Side-Chains, Hydro-
gen bond, Backbone and Total-energy-FA. Note that
even though we group features here for visualising
their performance, they were all used separately when
training SVM.
Figure 1a shows Spearman correlations against our
target function (S-score) for each of the 7 groups.
On both data sets, the correlations for Electrostat-
ics, Van-der-Waals and Hydrogen bond and Total-
energy-FA groups were higher than Solvation, Side-
Chains and Backbone. The Total-energy-FA group
includes the features from all other groups so it has
the highest correlation, as expected. However, the
difference in correlations between Van-der-Waals and
Total-energy-FA groups is small.
Relative surface area accessibility agreement
(RSA) and secondary structure agreement (SS) have
higher correlation on the CASP11 than on the
CAMEO data set. This maybe due to the fact
that models in CAMEO are higher quality than in
CASP11 data set (see Table 3). High quality mod-
els usually have good RSA and SS agreements and,
therefore, these features are not as useful as for lower
quality models. Residue conservation (Cons) also has
higher correlation on CASP11 data set and the dif-
ference here is even larger. This is probably because
CAMEO targets are more conserved and are easier
to model.
After adding sequence-dependent features (RSA,
SS, Cons) to the Total-energy-FA of Rosetta ener-
gies the correlation increases on both CASP11 and
CAMEO data sets even without training. This re-
sult is interesting because it shows that the Rosetta
energy potentials could be improved by sequence-
dependent features. However, on CASP11 RSA has
almost as high correlation (0.49) as the combined
term FA+RSA+SS+Cons (0.51), which suggest that
RSA alone is a strong feature. In fact, it is so
strong that adding SS and Cons (RSA+SS+Cons)
even makes the correlation slightly smaller than RSA
alone.
The correlations can be improved by training
SVMs with input features averaged over a sequence
window (see Figure 1b). We tried several different
window sizes and observed that on CASP11 the high-
est correlation (0.56) was obtained for window of size
21, while on CAMEO the highest correlation was ob-
tained for window of size 11 (0.51). If all different
window sizes are combined, the correlation increases
up to 0.61 on CASP11 and up to 0.54 on CAMEO
data sets. It is interesting that on CASP11 data set
sequence-dependent features alone have a higher cor-
relation than all the Rosetta features with all window
sizes combined (0.65 vs 0.61). This does not hold
for CAMEO data set where Rosetta features have
higher correlation than the sequence-dependent fea-
tures (0.54 vs 0.45). However, when Rosetta features
with sequence-dependent features are combined, the
correlation increases on both of the data sets (0.72
and 0.60 on CASP11 and CAMEO respectively).
2.2 ProQRosCen input features
Centroid scoring functions have an advantage that
they can be used even if the exact position of side
chains in the model is not known. It is also less sen-
sitive to exact atomic positions making it possible to
score models from different methods with a lower risk
of high repulsive score from steric clashes.
The standard centroid scoring function in Rosetta
is called “cen std” and it includes four local centroid
energy terms: vdw, pair, env, cbeta. However, it does
not include a couple of other local centroid energy
terms (cenpack and rama). Therefore, we have de-
fined our own scoring function that includes all en-
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ergy terms in “cen std” plus these two additional
ones.
On both CASP11 and CAMEO data sets the two
additional energy terms (cenpack and rama) have the
highest correlation among all local energy terms, ex-
cept the Total-energy-Cen term. The lowest correla-
tion on both data sets is for vdw energy term (Fig-
ure 1c).
The standard scoring functions in Rosetta “Ta-
laris2013” and “cen std” include only the local en-
ergy terms meaning that these energy terms are de-
fined for each separate residue in the protein. How-
ever, in Rosetta there are also global energy terms
that are only defined for the whole protein model.
Most of these global energy terms are centroid. We
have included 6 global centroid energy terms to our
ProQRosCen predictor: rg, hs pair, ss pair, sheet,
rsigma, co. Figure 1c shows the correlation be-
tween the target function and the Total-energy-Cen
of these global terms (Total-energy-GT). Note that
ProQRosCen predictor includes the same sequence-
dependent features as in ProQRosFA. Therefore, the
correlations for sequence-dependent features in Fig-
ure 1c and Figure 1a are the same.
Similarly to what we saw for ProQRosFA,
the correlation for the combined term
Cen+GT+RSA+SS+Cons is higher than the
correlation for Total-energy-Cen or Total-energy-GT
alone. However, on CASP11 data set the correlation
for RSA is as high as the correlation for the combined
term Cen+GT+RSA+SS+Cons (0.49), which once
again confirms that RSA is a very strong feature.
Just like for ProQRosFA the correlation can be im-
proved by training SVMs with input features aver-
aged over a sequence window (see Figure 1d). On
CASP11 data set the highest correlation is again
for window of size 21 (0.52) and on CAMEO data
set the highest correlation is for window of size 11
(0.39). Combining all window sizes improves the
correlation up to 0.56 on CASP11 and up to 0.43
on CAMEO. Since global energy terms are only de-
fined for the whole protein, they cannot be averaged
over different window sizes. All-Windows variable in
Figure 1d includes only local energy terms. When
local energy terms averaged over different window
sizes (All-Windows) are combined with global en-
ergy terms (GT), the correlation further increases to
0.62 on CASP11 and 0.47 on CAMEO. After adding
sequence-dependent features (RSA+SS+Cons), the
correlation of the final centroid predictor reaches 0.71
on CASP11 and 0.53 on CAMEO.
2.3 ProQ3
ProQ3 combines the three predictors: ProQ2, Pro-
QRosFA and ProQRosCen. All the features from
three predictors are put together with the sequence-
dependent features that are common to all three
(RSA, SS, Cons) into a new SVM that predicts the
score.
2.4 Benchmark
In the following sections we will compare ProQ2, Pro-
QRosFA, ProQRosCen and ProQ3 results with other
single-model methods: QMEAN [17], DOPE [18],
DDFIRE [19], ProQ1 [4]. Only single-model methods
that have publicly available stand-alone versions were
included. Two versions of ProQ2 are included—the
original one and one that was retrained on CASP9
dataset with 30 models per target (the same train-
ing data set as ProQ3). There is also one consensus
method included for a reference—Pcons [6]. Finally,
sequence-dependent features and Rosetta total ener-
gies are included as a reference.
We will compare the method performance in three
categories: local (residue) level correlations, global
(protein) level correlations and model selection. Two
methods (dDFire and ProQ1) provide only the global
level predictions, so they were not included into the
local level evaluation category.
2.4.1 Local correlations
All of our new predictors (ProQRosFA, ProQRosCen
and ProQ3) are trained on the local level. In other
words, every residue in the protein model is assigned
training feature values and a target value (S-score).
Therefore, it makes sense to look at how well do our
predictions correlate with the target value on the lo-
cal (residue) level first.
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We have evaluated all methods in two ways: by cal-
culating the correlation for all data set (Figure 2a)
and by calculating the average correlation for each
protein model in the data set (Figure 2b). The first
evaluation shows how well methods separate between
well-modeled and badly-modeled residues in general
while the second evaluation shows how well methods
separate well-modeled and badly-modeled residues
inside a particular model.
ProQ3 outperforms all other single-model meth-
ods on both data sets and in both evaluations. The
largest improvement over the original ProQ2 is on
CAMEO all data set correlation (0.62 vs. 0.56).
ProQRosFA performs equally or slightly better than
the original ProQ2. ProQRosCen performs slightly
worse, but still on par with QMEAN. Both QMEAN
and DOPE perform equally or worse than any ProQ
method with the only exception of QMEAN having
a higher per model correlation than ProQRosCen
on CAMEO data set (0.46 vs. 0.38, Figure 2b).
The reference consensus method (Pcons) outperforms
all other methods as expected. However, improving
single-model methods is still important for the rea-
sons that were mentioned in the introduction. The
sequence-dependent features (RSA+SS+Cons) and
Rosetta total energies (Total-energy-FA and Total-
energy-Cen) perform far worse than ProQRosFA and
ProQRosCen. Thus, there is a lot to be gained by
using any of any of the methods developed here.
All differences in local all data set correlations (Fig-
ure 2a) are significant with P-values ¡ 10−3 according
to Fisher r-to-z transformation test. All differences
in mean per-model correlations were significant with
P-values ¡ 10−3 according to Wilcoxon signed-rank
test.
2.4.2 Global correlations
Even though ProQRosFA, ProQRosCen and ProQ3
are trained on the local level, they also provide global
predictions of a model quality. The global predictions
are derived from the local predictions, by summing up
all local predictions for a protein model and dividing
the sum by the model length. The target function (S-
score) is also local by its nature, but can be turned
to global in exactly the same way.
We have evaluated all methods again in two ways:
by calculating the correlation for all data set (Fig-
ure 3a) and by calculating the average correlation for
each target in the data set (Figure 3b). The first
evaluation shows how well a method separates good
and bad models in general while the second evalu-
ation shows how well a method separates good and
bad models for the same target.
ProQ3 again outperforms all other single-model
methods on both data sets and in both evaluations.
The largest improvement over the original ProQ2 is
in CAMEO all data set correlation (0.74 vs. 0.69),
Figure 3a. Both ProQRosFA and ProQRosCen per-
formance is close to ProQ2 but better than QMEAN.
Like in the local case, the reference consensus method
(Pcons) outperforms all other methods in most of the
evaluations. However, ProQ3 performs better than
Pcons on per target correlations on CAMEO data set
(0.53 vs. 0.51), Figure 3b. This shows that consen-
sus methods do not perform very well on per-target
correlations when the number of models for a tar-
get is small (the average number of models per tar-
get on CAMEO data set is only 30, see Table 3).
Sequence-dependent features (RSA+SS+Cons) and
raw Rosetta energies (Total-energy-FA and Total-
energy-Cen) again perform worse than ProQRosFA
and ProQRosCen. However, it is interesting to no-
tice that these measures often perform better than
dDFIRE, DOPE and in some cases even QMEAN.
All differences in global all data set correlations
(Figure 3a) are significant with P-values ¡ 10−3 ac-
cording to Fisher r-to-z transformation test. The
number of targets was too small to get significant
differences in per-target correlation means according
to Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
2.4.3 Model selection
An important task of model quality assessment pro-
gram (MQAP) is to be able to find the best pro-
tein model among several possible ones. We have
evaluated MQAP performance in this task by cal-
culating the average of first ranked GDT TS scores
(GDT TS1) and the average of first ranked Z-scores
for each method (see Figure 4).
Interestingly, the retrained version of ProQ2
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(ProQ2.1) performs better than ProQ3 both in terms
of the average first ranked GDT TS score and Z-
scores. Both ProQ2 and ProQ3 outperform all other
methods including Pcons. As shown already at
CASP8 [20], consensus methods are not performing
optimal in model selection and this is one of the major
reasons why we need to develop single-model meth-
ods.
After analyzing possible reasons for the better per-
formance of ProQ2 over ProQ3 in model selection,
we have found out that ProQ3 is extremely biased
towards selecting Robetta [21] models. In CASP11,
ProQ3 selects Robetta models 65 out of 83 times and
in CAMEO 609 out of 676 times. For comparison,
ProQ2 selects Robetta models 23 times in CASP11
and 444 times in CAMEO. The reason why ProQ3 se-
lects Robetta models so often is most likely because
Robetta server models are already optimized using
the Rosetta energy function. Since ProQ3 also uses
Rosetta energy terms as input features, it is not a
big surprise that it overestimates quality of Robetta
models. However, this does not harm ProQ3 per-
formance too much, because Robetta models are of-
ten of high quality. Demonstrated by the fact that
20 targets in CASP11 and 336 targets in CAMEO
Robetta models are the best possible choice. Still,
ProQ3 bias towards Robetta models makes it per-
form slightly worse than ProQ2 in model selection.
2.4.4 Using ProQ3 to rerank models in struc-
ture prediction
In CASP experiment, structure prediction groups
have to submit 5 models for each target and
rank them from best to worst. In CASP11
Kryshtafovych et al. drew attention that some of the
structure prediction groups could benefit from using
ProQ2 when ranking the models of their method [9].
Similarly to their analysis, we evaluated how the av-
erage GDT TS of the first ranked models would have
changed for each group if the structure prediction
groups had been using ProQ2 or ProQ3.
Figure 5a shows the average first ranked GDT TS
scores for each method before and after reranking
them with ProQ3. We can see that most of the
methods (26 out of 36) would have benefited from
using ProQ3 when ranking their models. Only for 8
methods the score would have gotten worse and for
2 methods it would have stayed the same.
Figure 5a also suggests a ranking of the structure
prediction groups based on the average first ranked
GDT TS. If we take all points from right to left we
will get the original ranking of the groups and if we
take the points from top to bottom, we will get the
ranking of the groups if all of them were using ProQ3
to pick the best model out of five. We can see that
the ranking would change for many of the structure
prediction groups. In fact, the ranking would signif-
icantly change even for the best structure prediction
groups, as it is shown in Table 2. If Zhang-Server was
using ProQ3, it would be in the first place instead of
second and if BAKER-ROSETTASERVER was us-
ing ProQ3, it would be in the second place instead
of fifth. That clearly shows the benefit of developing
good model quality assessment methods.
Figure 5b compares ProQ2 and ProQ3 perfor-
mance in ranking the models for each structure pre-
diction group. We can see that more than half of
the groups (19 out of 36) would have benefited more
from using ProQ3 than from using ProQ2. 15 out
of 36 groups would have benefited more from using
ProQ2 than ProQ3 and for 2 groups there would be
no difference.
It is interesting to notice that even BAKER-
ROSETTASERVER (Robetta method) group would
have benefited more from using ProQ3 than ProQ2.
It seems that when models from the same method
are evaluated, ProQ3 tendency to overestimate the
quality of Rosetta models does not matter. Since all
models come from the same method, the bias cancels
out and the ranking of the models within the group
stays accurate.
3 Methods
3.1 Training and test data sets
The original ProQ2 was trained on CASP7 data set
with 10 models per target selected at random. We
have noticed that the performance slightly increases
when ProQ2 is retrained on CASP9 data set with
6
30 models per target selected at random (see Fig-
ure 2 and 3). Therefore, we have used the latter as
the training data set for ProQRosFA, ProQRosCen
and ProQ3.
Two data sets were used for testing: CASP11 and
CAMEO. Only server models were used in CASP11
data set. All CAMEO models from 1 year time
period were used (2014-06-06–2015-05-30). Targets
that were shorted than 50 residues were filtered out
both from CASP11 and CAMEO data sets. CASP9
data set did not have such short targets.
Table 3 shows statistics on the data set sizes and
model quality. We can see from the table that CASP9
and CASP11 data set has more models per target,
but CAMEO data set has more targets. These two
facts turn out to compensate each other and the final
number of models is in the same range on all data
sets.
Mean model quality on CASP9 and CASP11 data
sets is similar (0.44 and 0.40), but on CAMEO data
set it is considerably higher (0.64). Mean standard
deviation of model quality (calculated per-target) on
CAMEO data set is the smallest (0.09).
Figure 6 shows the distribution of mean model
quality on CASP9, CASP11 and CAMEO data sets.
Mean model quality for most of the targets is clus-
tered around 0.6 on CASP9 data set, around 0.8 on
CAMEO data set. CASP11 has more models of bad
quality than the other data sets with a small peak
around 0.2.
3.2 Side chain re-sampling and energy
minimization
Protein models can be generated by different meth-
ods that employ different modeling strategies result-
ing in similar models but vastly different Rosetta en-
ergy terms. For instance, some of models in our data
sets had very large repulsive energy terms (fa rep)
because of steric clashes. To account for model
generation differences, the side-chains of all models
were rebuild using the backbone-dependent rotamer
library in Rosetta. This was followed by a short back-
bone restrained energy minimization protocol using
the Rosetta energy function. This ensured that the
Rosetta energy terms for the models were at their
minimium values.
The side-chains were rebuilt with a backbone-
dependent rotamer library implemented in the repack
protocol. 10 different decoys were generated for each
model and the best one was selected based on ProQ2
score.
Some of the protein models in our data sets
had very large Lennard-Jones repulsive energy terms
(fa rep). To account for this we have run a short en-
ergy minimization protocol (-ddg:min cst). This has
moved protein models from the local maxima of en-
ergies without moving the backbones.
3.3 Implementation
We have used per residue energies binary in Rosetta
(2014 week 5 release) to get per residue energies
for local full-atom and centroid energy terms. ta-
laris2013.wts weight file was used for local full-atom
scoring function. For local centroid scoring function
we have defined a custom weight file that included
vdw, cenpack, pair, rama, env, cbeta energy terms
with all weights equal to one.
For global centroid scoring function, Rosetta score
binary was used. A custom weight file included rg,
hs pair, ss pair, sheet, rsigma, co energy terms with
all weights equal to one.
SVM predictor works best when the input features
are either scaled between -1 and 1 or between 0 and
1 [22]. This is usually achieved by linear scaling of
the input features. However, in order to avoid outliers
we decided to use a sigmoidal function (1/(1 + ex))
to scale all of the terms between 0 and 1.
After sigmoidal transformation, all of the local full-
atom and centroid energy terms were averaged using
window sizes of 5, 11 and 21 residues. Additionally,
the local (single-residue) and the full-window (aver-
aged over the whole protein) energy terms were added
to the training.
Global centroid energy terms are defined for the
whole protein, so they cannot be averaged using dif-
ferent window sizes. On the other hand, they depend
on the protein size, so they need to be normalized.
rg term depends on the protein size L by a factor
of L0.4 [23] by which it was normalized. After per-
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forming a linear regression on the logarithmic scale
we found that co depends on the protein size by L0.72
and the other terms by L, so they were normalized
accordingly.
3.4 Target function
We have used the same target function as in ProQ2,
the S-score. S-score is defined as:
Si =
1
1 + (di/d0)2
(1)
where di is the distance for residue i between the
native structure and the model in the superposition
that maximizes the sum of Si and d0 is a distance
threshold. The distance threshold was set to 3A˚, as
in the original version of ProQ2.
3.5 Sequence-dependent features
The sequence-dependent features, RSA, SS and Cons
(see Table 1) were implemented the same way as
in ProQ2. Sequence profiles were derived using
three iterations of PSI-BLAST v.2.2.26 [24] against
Uniref90 (downloaded 2015-10-02) [25] with a 10−3
E-value inclusion threshold. Secondary structure of
the protein was calculated from the model using
STRIDE [26] and predicted from the sequence using
PSIPRED [27]. The agreement between the predic-
tion and the actual secondary structure in the model
was calculated over the window of 21 residues and
over the full-window over the whole protein. Also, the
probability of having a particular secondary structure
type in every single position was calculated. Rela-
tive surface area accessibility was calculated by NAC-
CESS [28] and predicted from the sequence by AC-
Cpro [29]. The RSA agreement was also calculated
over the window of 21 residues and over the full-
window over the whole protein. The actual secondary
structure and relative surface area was not added to
ProQRosFA and ProQRosCen predictors, only the
agreement scores. For residue conservation “infor-
mation per position” scores were extracted from PSI-
BLAST matrix with window size of 3 residues.
3.6 SVM training
A linear SVM model was trained using SVM ligth
package V6.02 [30]. All parameters were kept at their
default values.
3.7 Other tools
R zoo package [31] was used to average values over
varying window sizes. needle program from EMBOSS
package [32] was used to align model and target se-
quences.
4 Conclusion
Here, we present ProQ3, a novel protein quality pre-
diction program. ProQ3 is based on a combination
of three predictors, ProQ2, ProQCenFA and Pro-
QRosFA. All these three predictors are trained in a
similar way but the way the inputs are presented for
them is different. The performance of each individual
predictors is similar and the combination is superior
to any of the three individual predictors.
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Figure 1: Spearman correlations of ProQRosFA and ProQRosCen input features with the target feature (S-
score) without SVM training (raw scores) and after SVM training (SVM predictions). All the correlations
are calculated on the local (residue) level. (A) Correlations of ProQRosFA input features with S-score. The
terms in each group are summed up before we calculate the correlations. Negative correlations shown with
positive bar lengths (only Solvation and Side-Chains correlations were negative). (B) Correlations of SVM
predictions with S-score after training SVM on a subset of ProQRosFA input features. Local means all the
energies are calculated over a single residue. Window5-11-21 means that all the energies are averaged over
a window of 5-11-21 residues. Full-window means that all the energies are averaged over the whole model
length. All-Windows includes all window sizes into the training. RSA, SS and Cons were used with the same
window sizes as in ProQ2 when training SVM (see Methods) (C) Correlations of ProQRosCen input features
with S-score. Global terms are only presented as a total energy, but not individual features. (D) Correlations
of SVM predictions with S-score after training SVM on a subset of ProQRosCen input features. The window
definitions are the same as in (B). Abbreviations: Total-energy-FA or FA—Total energy of full-atom energy
terms, Total-energy-Cen or Cen—Total energy of centroid local energy terms, Total-energy-GT or GT—
Total energy of centroid global energy terms, H-bonds—Hydrogen bonds, RSA—relative accessible surface
area prediction agreement, SS—secondary structure prediction agreement, Cons—residue conservation. See
Table 1 for a more detail explanation of the input features. Color scheme: shades of blue and purple—Rosetta
full atom input features, shades of brown, yellow and orange—Rosetta centroid input features, shades of
grey—sequence-dependent input features, shades of green—final predictors
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Figure 2: Spearman correlations of selected methods vs. S-score on local (residue) level. A) Correlations
for the whole data set B) Average correlations for each model in the data set. ProQ2.1 is ProQ2 retrained
on CASP9 data set with 30 models per target (the same training data set as ProQ3). RSA+SS+Cons
is Relative Surface Area accessibility agreement plus Secondary Structure agreement plus Conservation
without training (same as in Figure 1a and 1c). Total-energy-FA is the sum of Rosetta full-atom energy
terms without training (same as in Figure 1a). Total-energy-Cen is the sum of Rosetta centroid energy
terms without training (same as in Figure 1c). Color scheme: Shades of green—ProQ methods, shades of
red—other single-model methods, shades of grey—reference methods.
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Figure 3: Spearman correlations of selected methods vs. S-score on global (protein) level. A) Correlations
for the whole data set B) Average correlations for each target in the data set. Color scheme and method
definitions are the same as in Figure 2.
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Figure 4: A) Average first ranked GDT TS score for each method. Average is calculated over all targets in
a data set. B) Average first ranked Z-score for each method. Z-score is defined as (GDT TSfirst ranked −
mean(GDT TS))/standard deviation(GDT TS) where mean standard deviation (sd) is calculated for each
target. Color scheme and method definitions are the same as in Figure 2.
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Figure 5: A) Original vs. ProQ3-reranked average GDT TS1 scores for each method B) Original vs. ProQ3-
reranked average GDT TS1 scores for each method. Only methods with average first ranked GDT TS
greater than 40 are shown (36 out of 44 methods).
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Table 1: The description of features used in ProQRosFA and ProQRosCen predictors.
Feature Predictor Description
Van-der-Waals ProQRosFA A sum of fa atr, fa rep and fa intra rep
energy terms in Rosetta
Solvation ProQRosFA fa sol energy term in Rosetta
Electrostatics ProQRosFA fa elec energy term in Rosetta
Side-chains ProQRosFA pro close, dslf fa13, fa dun and ref en-
ergy terms in Rosetta
Hydrogen bond ProQRosFA hbond sr bb, hbond lr bb, hbond bb sc
and hbond sc energy terms in Rosetta
Backbone ProQRosFA rama, omega and p aa pp energy terms
in Rosetta
Total-energy-FA ProQRosFA A weighted sum of all energy terms used
in ProQRosFA predictor. The weights
are the same as in “Talaris2013”.
vdw ProQRosCen vdw energy term in Rosetta.
cenpack ProQRosCen cenpack energy term in Rosetta.
pair ProQRosCen pair energy term in Rosetta.
rama ProQRosCen rama energy term in Rosetta.
env ProQRosCen env energy term in Rosetta.
cbeta ProQRosCen cbeta energy term in Rosetta.
Total-energy-
Cen
ProQRosCen A sum of all local energy terms used in
ProQRosCen predictor: vdw, cenpack,
pair, rama, env, cbeta. All weights in a
sum are equal to one.
Total-energy-GT ProQRosCen A sum of all global energy terms used
in ProQRosCen predictor: rg, hs pair,
ss pair, sheet, rsigma, co. All weights
in a sum are equal to one.
RSA All predictors Relative surface area accessibility
agreement between the model and the
prediction from the sequence.
SS All predictors Secondary structure agreement be-
tween the model and the prediction
from the sequence.
Cons All predictors Residue conservation in the sequence
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Table 2: Average GDT TS1 for each method before and after reranking
Method Original
GDT TS1
ProQ3
GDT TS1
ProQ2
GDT TS1
Optimal
GDT TS1
QUARK 51.0 50.7 50.8 53.2
Zhang-Server 50.7 51.5 50.7 53.4
nns 49.7 49.7 49.8 51.7
myprotein-me 49.4 50.0 49.6 52.6
BAKER-
ROSETTASERVER
49.2 50.8 50.7 53.2
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Figure 6: Violin plot of the distribution of mean model quality per target on CASP9, CASP11 and CAMEO
data sets.
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Table 3: Training and test data sets.
CASP9 CASP9
random
subset
CASP11 CAMEO
Number of targets 117 117 83 676
Total number of mod-
els
33440 3505 15334 20206
Total number of
residues
6757370 712751 3665828 5027933
Average number of
models per target
286 30 185 30
Average number of
residues in a model
202 203 239 249
Mean model quality 0.44 0.44 0.40 0.64
Mean standard devia-
tion of model quality
(per target)
0.14 0.14 0.12 0.09
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